S OFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENvironments help developers organize a project's components and carry out the development process. Every software project assumes a specific organization for its components and a specific development process, which might differ from other projects. Thus, it is not appropriate to build a single software development environment with a hardwired assistance model. 
THE MARVEL ENVIRONMENT EES

IMPLEMENTATION TO SUPPORT THIS MECHANISM POSES ITS OWN CHALLENGES.
I
Instead, assistance should be knowledgebased. T o provide intelligent assistance, ~ tributes of each object and its relationships 1 objects manipulated by the rules are differthe environment needs two specifications: to other objects are defined by its class. i ent, becauseMarvel has todetermine which the project's data model and the project's The rules are treated as methods of these object to bind to the parameter ofeach rule development process. The Marvel'.? soft-1 classes; in particular, each rule has a for-1 i n the chain. In addition, recursive data ware development environment uses arule-, mal parameter whose type is a specific I definitions cause chaining between rules based model of the development process. It ' that act on different objects in the same provides automated help by applying forWhen a user issues a command, Marvel 1 class. We call the problem of binding paward and backward chaining among the , invokes the corresponding rule and binds 1 rameters of rules in a rule chain the chainrules. automatically invoking activities that the rule's formal parameter to the object ing problem. In our continuing work on are part of the development process.
selected by the user. For example, the user 1 Marvel, we have developed a few ways to One distinguishing feature of Marvel is might wish to edit the C source file C l . i address this problem.
its integration ofobject-orienteddata modMarvel invokes the Edit rule (see Figure 1 ) eling and rule-based process modeling.' i and binds ?c to C 1. If firing the rule changes 1
Marvel encapsulates each development ac-, the object in a way that satisfies the condi-1 Marvel overview tivity in a rule that specifies the condition tions of other rules, Marvel automatically for invoking the activity and effects on the fires each of these rules and tries to bind 1 components of the project under developtheir formal parameters to objects. Marvel ment. The components are modeled as ob-1 must infer which objects to bind to the jects and stored in the project's permanent , formal parameters of the rules in the chain. tiom of the models and loads them into the kernel. The other users need not be concerned with these specifications. Marvel tailors its functionality accordingly and presents users with a choice of commands corresponding to the loaded rules.
Software artifacts (such as code anddocumentation) are abstracted as instances of classes, which are defined in the data model and stored in an object base. Each class consists of a set of typed attributes that can be inherited from multiple superclasses. Attribute types include simple types, files, sets, and directed links. Set attributes contain instances of other classes as their values, thus implementing composite objects. Links and composite objects enhance the power of the MSL language by allowing so-called "structural" queries in the rules to traverse the object base structure. Because links are typed and point to any instance in the object base, they give the system arbitrary graph traversal capability. Objects can be created and deleted according to the data model. The attributes of each object are defined by its class: for example, a Project object has a set attribute called Libraries, which contains objects from the Lib class. The set ' 0 attributes create a composite-object hierarchy. Figure 2 depicts a sample composite-object hierarchy and an object base instance for this hierarchy (other attribute names are omitted forclarity). Each object in this example belongs to the class with the same first letter: The Group object G is composed of an instance of the header file class Hfile ( H I ) and two instances of class Project (PI and P2). Essentially, the composite-object hierarchy represents an IsPart relationship. The dashed line in Figure  2 indicates that the class Cfile has an Includes link attribute to an Hfile. This link specifies that an instance of the Cfile is associated with a particular Hfile.
The process model is described in terms of rules that specify the behavior of the tailored Marvel environment in terms of what commands are available and what kind of assistance is provided. Marvel supports several models of assistance, ranging from automation to consistency maintenance.
The software development process of the tion of arbitrary external tools; and project is modeled in terms of rules, each of ' possibly multiple effects that each assert which encapsulates adevelopment activity. ' a result on the Marvel object base.
Marvel assists software developers by applying forward and backward chaining ' Since rules in Marvel are methods on among the rules, automatically invoking 1 objects, they each have a formal parameter thedevelopmentactivitiesmodeledby these with which the rule is invoked. Rules also rules. The collection of all the rules for a 1 have derived parameters, which are the certain project is the project's rule base.
1 result of queries made by the rule on the Each rule specifies a condition that must , object base. The query language consists be satisfied for the rule to fire, and effects of Boolean combinations of three structurthat assert changes on the object base. Mar-al primitives (Member, LinkTo, and Anvel rules are more complicated than their cestor) and standard relational operators expert-system ancestors. Each rule has (<, =, and so on), which allow the query to ' navigate through the object base. The Meniname and type parameters;
' ber primitive finds an object's parentkhild, a condition, consisting of a variable-Ancestor finds an object's ancestoddebinding clause and a complex property scendents (in the composite-object hierarthat must be satisfied by the parameters ' chy), and LinkTo finds objects that are and bound variables for the rule to fire; linked to, or from, an object.
an activity, which supplies arguments to '
For example, the Touch [?m:Module] a tool envelope, permitting the execu-1 rule in Figure 3 requires an object from the Module class as the formal parameter, and 1 S , whose condition might be satisfied bequeries the object base to determine the cause of this assertion. This is a tenuous two derived parameters. ?r is defined as a connection since the condition of rule r , module that is a member ofthe Modules set might be composed of many predicates, attribute of ?m and whose Status attribute ' and the system has chosen only one of is Modified. IC is defined as a Cfile that is 1 these as a reason to forward chain; howa member of the Cfiles attribute of ?m and 1 ever, this gives Marvel an automatic way whose Status attribute is Modified. When to determine logically the system's flow quantified with Forall, the derived param-1 of control.
eter is bound to all the objects returned by The sidebar on page 29 provides more the query, while Exists binds the parameter information about the Marvel system, and to the first such object found. The condi-the sidebar on page 32 discusses other tion of each Marvel rule determines the intelligent-assistant systems. logical state of the object base necessary for it to fire. In Figure 1 , for example, the system must reserve the intended Cfile object before editing, by setting the Rcs (for "revision control system") attribute to Reserved. The condition is constructed from predicates based on the rule's parameters (formal and derived), which must be satisfied for the rule to fire. If a predicate in the condition is false, it is said to be unsatisfied, and backward chaining could be automatically initiated on this failed predicate in an attempt to satisfy it; this is similar to trying to achieve a subgoal.
Each Marvel rule has a set of mutually exclusive effects that are asserted on the object base upon completion of the rule.
For example, the Edit rule in Figure 1 asserts that the Cfile object has been modified (the Status attribute is set to Modified). Once Marvel has asserted an effect on the object base, it initiates forwardchaining to automatically fire other rules if the effect of the first rule makes an assertion that satisfies the condition of a second.
When the user invokes a rule r whose condition is not satisfied, backward chaining is initiated on a failed predicatep in the condition to try to satisfy it. The system collects together into a set Sh those rules that have an effect that satisfies p . The system then repeatedly removes and invokes rI from this set until either p is satisfied or Sh is empty. Since backward chaining is recursive, the system might initiate a backward chain to satisfy the condition of r l . Because a condition is a combination of predicates, satisfyingp still might not satisfy the entire condition for r , so this backward chaining process is repeated until the condition is satisfied or all possibilities are exhausted. Forwardchaining is initiated when a predicate p in the effect of a rule is asserted on the object base. Marvel determines those rules r , in 
MARVEL ALLOWS
The chaining problem
When a rule-based system determines that it must chain to rule r,, it must determine which object to bind to r , ' s formal parameter; this is the essence of the chaining problem. If there were no derived parameters, this problem would not exist, for the conditions and effects of a rule would be based solely on its formal parameter. Marvel, like AP54 and other rule-based development environments, allows rules to have derived parameters by using existential and universal operators to bind quantified parameters to certain objects based on arbitrary logical expressions. The chaining problem also appears when a system backward chains to a given rule, since all rules have formal parameters that must be determined. In the Marvel 3.0 implementation, however, we bypassed this problem since we restrictedeffects to make assertions only on the formal parameter, not derived ones.
There are several ways to determine the objects to bind to the formal parameter of a forward-chained rule:
Manual: The system could ask the user for the specific object with which to invoke the rule. The main drawback to this policy is that the user should not need to know the details of rules and chaining. In addition, the user might respond incorrectly, causing the system to perform unnecessary activities and not to perform proper ones. Heuristics: The system can use heuristics to search for the proper object. Ifthe system assumes that rule chaining occurs in a localized area in the object base, the search space can be kept small. Logical: Since derived parameters are logically determined, it might be possible to invert this logic to determine the proper object to use.
A heuristic approath
Marvel's heuristics search "near" an object to determine the proper objects to use during chaining. In doing so, Marvel uses the composite-object hierarchy, since it axsumes that objects near each other in the hierarchy are semantically related. The search path also includes links (discussed earlier), since they also define semantic associations between objects. During a forward chain to rule r, from a rule invoked Status attribute value), and ?r would be ' with object 0, we search for the object to 
Marvel
The long-term goal of the Marvel project is to develop a kernel for multiuser environments that allows teams of users to cooperate on developing large-scale projects. The kernel provides concurrency control and object management primitives that enable project administrators to build environments that implement concurrent process models. These models describe a spectrum of interactions, ranging from cooperation among members of the same team to isolation of teams who work on unrelated parts of the project. Most of our work has concentrated on software development environments, but we expect that Marvel will also apply to other processes, including CAD/CAM in various engineering fields. Existing software systems can be immigrated into a Marvel object base using the Marvelizer tool.
Marvel 3.0.1 implements a clienthewer model that supports multiple concurrent users sharing the same object base. The server handles user requests to the client user interface. Concurrent user commands can cause rule chains to fire concurrently (that is, interleaved). The server maintains a context for each client and performs the chaining resulting from each client's commands within that client's context. Conflicting accesses by concurrent rule chains to the object base are detected by a locking concurrency control protocol that implements granularity locking on the composite object 
An algorithmic approach
It we add the Touch['I.Lib] rule i n Figure 4 to the example from Figure 3 We completed the implementation and documentation of Marvel 3.0, the first multiuser version, in October 1991, and have distributed it to I O external sites. Marvel 3.0.1 is available to educational institutions and industrial sponsors and includes enhancements to 3.0, most notably ad hoc query processing, an object base protection mechanism, and some improvements to MSL. 3.0.1 was developed using the CMarvel environment on top of Marvel 3.0. Marvel 3.0.1 comes with the 3.0 user and administrator manuals and a 3.0.1 addendum, and on-line technical documentation. It is supported on Sun 4 architectures running Sun OS 4.1.1 and on DECstations running Ultrix 4.2. It has an XI I-based graphics interface (including a full browser) and a corresponding line interface for batch processing or dumb terminal access. In addition to CMarvel, the package includes PMarvel as an example environment for developing process models. We prefer the process of logical inversion, since the expression for a parameter can be arbitrarily complicated, and any heuristic, aside from searching the entire object base, can potentially fail to find objects bound to the formal parameter. In Marvel, and rule-based development environments in general, the object base might contain several thousand, and possibly more, objects; it would be extremely inefficient to perform a search on the entire object base. The inversion of a structural query is, in effect, a localized search, which a heuristic search tries to approximate.
Implementation
Since the data and process models are tailorable, Marvel reads in their specifications as written by the project administrator. The system compiles a rule network, an efficient data structure that maintains the chaining possibilities (both backward and forward) for each predicate in each rule. The completed rule network is stored on disk for later invocations of Marvel. Because this process is expensive, it is executed only when either model changes.
Runtime support is provided by the Opportunist, Marvel's chaining engine. When the user issues a command, the Opportunist matches this to a rule r in the rule base.
The user selects the argument from the object base, and then the system invokes r . Marvel first generates the derived parameters by sequentially evaluating each of the quantified expressions in r's condition. Next, Marvel evaluates the predicates that must be true for r to fire. If there is a predicate p that is not satisfied, Marvel collects from the rule network those rules r, that have an effect that satisfies this predicate. Marvel invokes these rules until the set is exhausted or the predicate is To invoke these rules, Marvel must determine the object to bind to Ti's formal parameter from the predicate p. In the heuristic solution, if the object o, in p is of the proper class, Marvel binds the formal parameter too1. Otherwise, based on the heuristics described earlier, Marvel searches from the object bound to r's formal parameter. If Marvel cannot find one, it does not invoke the rule. In the algorithmic approach, Marvel performs the Augment procedure on the predicate q from r,'s precondition that p has satisfied. Marvel then instantiates r r for all the objects that are bound to its formal parameter; if there are none, r, is not invoked.
I N MARVEL 3.0, W E ADDRESSED the chaining problem by using a fixed set of heuristics to search for the proper parameter. Our heuristics seemed satisfactory for many cases. However, as we enhanced the MSL rule language and began experimenting with more intricate rules, chaining cases arose that escaped our heuristics. One possibility was to increase the breadth of the searching heuristics, but these cases could be more efficiently solved by logically inverting the derived parameters. W e have implemented an algorithm that performs this inversion process for an arbitrarily complex MSL rule. For this article, we restricted rules to a single formal parameter; in reality, Marvel allows rules to be multimethods with multiple parameters.
In April, we released Marvel 3.0.1, in which we addressed concerns raised in this article. W e extended the power of the MSL rules to make assertions on derived parameters, thus introducing the chaining problem during backward chaining. We were able to modify the implementation slightly to support such assertions.
One direct implication of this work is that Marvel rule chains are now shorter and composed of more complex rules. The two Many systems support intelligent assistance. Here, we focus on the systems that execute some form of chaining to perform this assistance. Epos' and Tplan2 try to achieve subgoals (backward chaining) when the condition for an invoked rule is not satisfied. Darwin' uses inferencing to determine whether or not an activity is allowed. These kinds of systems perform strictly backward chaining, and are usually Prolog-based. The unification scheme in Prolog successfully determines parameters to match, because the body of Prolog clauses have no quantified expressions like those in MSL.
Oikos' extends a Darwin-like system to more complicated control structures among rules, but uses a blackboard scheme that directly passes all necessary information from one blackboard to another, thus bypassing the chaining problem. The Merlin' system has both backward and forward chaining capabilities, but it avoids the chaining problem. It resolves backward chaining through Prolog-style unification, while forward chaining explicitly lists the parameters (much like a blackboard scheme) that are passed from one rule tu the next. Alp can forward chain, but the cited article does not state how it determines parameters.
The Odin,' AP5,* and OPS5 systems have rules that are triggered when the state of the object base changes. The chaining problem does not appear under this data-driven approach, since the flow of control is not specified. Rule-based database systems like Postgres9 work in a similar fashion.
The composite-object hierarchy allows Marvel to make efficient structural queries to the object base; the algorithmic approach is dependent on this structure, since this makes an efficient inversion process. The Probe'" database management system provides for queries on data-bases and outlines some methods for optimiration. If a system has relations, instead of structures. that determine the interconnections between object entities (as in Epos), these structural queries can also he implemented but will only be as efficient as the system's query optimizer. Grapple" is exceptional in that it explicitly addresses the parameter issue in chaining between rules. The system does not have a method for producing objects to use as parameters, but it does provide a set of axioms to verify that a given object i? a legal choice.
